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4-year [JTF78].

'68
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**a.k.a** [Eck78]. **ability** [New75, Tro79]. **Abstract** [Bol73, Eng76, Kug75].

B.S [Kal74]. B.S. [Map73]. B3 [Kor75, Wax75]. B4Tran [MH75]. Bachelor [Arc75, KK78, SW71]. Background [Hug70]. Baker [PS78b]. base [GHT8, Lam78, LT78, Ste78]. based
[AT77a, BR79, Bow78, FL76, GG77, Sap75, Vaw76, Wol76b]. basic
[BB76a, Ber75, Coo78, Rag79]. Basic2 [Dal78b]. Battelle [BJ76]. battered
[Har77]. Bayesian [IN76]. be [HM75]. BECUN [BJ76]. before [Kim79].
beginners [NS76, Tay77]. beginning [Bre76, Kei76, Rot78, SW74a]. Behavioral
[SI79, Bal78]. belong [Din75b]. between [Ega76, TT78a].
binary [Den79b]. black [MS76b]. blind [Har77]. board [Lev79]. book
[Bar75a]. both [NS76]. BRAINO [AS78]. Breadth [SSL79]. bridge
[AP70, Cha74a, CS77, DEN79a, Hon75, KH75, Miz76a, Sch78b, Ste78, Fai74b].
Business-Oriented [Fai74b].
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computer [KRFS79, KF76, KH74, K75, Kru78, KPM74, Lak76, Lev78, Lev79, Lew75, LI76, Lin79, LAS$^+$77, Lov79, Lov74, Lov72, Luc76, Lus77, MF79, MM78a, MS77, Man74, MK72, Mat78, Mat70b, Man71, Maz76, Maz77, Maz79, MB76a, MB79, Mii73, Mii78, MM78b, Moc78, Mod74, Moe70, MHA78, Mou76, Mou78, MPS78, Nei77, New73, Nie70a, Nie70b, NR73, NF78, Noe73, Nor77, Oli73, Oli74, Oml78, Pag78, Pec76, PS78a, PB73, PB77, PC76, Po76, Pol78, PK74, Pos79, Pow79, Ragh79, RH73, Rai71, Rei71, Riu78, RGH78, Rob75, Rog78, Ros76, Rot72, Rub76, Sal77, Sam74, SBS76, San78, Sch78a, Sch79, Sch77, Sch71, Sch73, Sem73, Sen74, Sf79, Sha72, Sha73, Sjo76, SR76, Smi79, Smo76b, Sol79, Som77, Son75, Son78].

computer [SG78, Ste72, SP70, Sti73, Sto78, SSL79, Sto75, SW71, Swi76, SW79, Tch75, TT78b, Tho79, Tho75, Thu79, Tra76, TM74, Vaw76, Vic71a, Vis77, Wai79, Wol74, War75a, Wea78, Wea79, WZ73, Weg70, Weg71, WW74, Wei77, Win78, Win77, Wol76b, WO78, YGM73, Yel78, Zel72, dC70, Lin76, AM79, CM75, GH79, Pec75]. Computer-aided [SS79, KF76]. computer-assisted [IN76].

computer-based [FL76, Wol76b]. computer-controlled [Lev70].

computer-graphics [FL76, Wol76b].

computer-scored [Boy76].

computer-supported [Jon75a]. COMPUTER-TUTOR [Lin76].

Computer [ACE76, Con75, HH73, Kol79, Lee74, Mon74, Mou79, Poi78, PDS$^+$79, Sam75, AP71, Bol73, Dal76, For73, GG78, Iye78, Kom70, Mar76, MeG73, Mor73, Rhee73, Shin79, Wii73, Zin70].

Computing [BKDH79, Hob78, LAS$^+$77, Wilt6, Zin71, ASW78, Bra70, CGS75, DMK75, Eck76a, Fre76a, HWC75, Ing75, Lem78b, Lew76, May75, Mil73, MS76b, Mul76, Nie70a, Sap75, Smi78, Sol78, SW74b, TP72, Tay79, Tha79, Var78, deG72, Fai74b]. conceal [BB79]. concentrated [Ell73]. concentration [Oli74]. concept [Con77].

concept-oriented [Con77]. concepts [Aik72, Eck76b, Lam76, Lev76, Miz76b, Tra74, Wak78]. concrete [Kug75].
concurrent [Dal78c]. Conducting [KS78]. configuration [Rei71].
confusions [Ham75c]. connection [TT78a]. Consequences
[DAB+79, Noo79]. Consideration [Fre76a]. considerations [FK76].
considered [DS72, GCS77]. consortium [MS76b, BKDH79]. constrained
[Fre76b]. construction [Cha75, Dal78c, SM76]. contain [HFL+78]. content
[God73]. Contesting [Met79]. continued [For70a]. continuing [Des72].
control [EB79, KFM74]. controlled [Lev76, SSL79]. Cooperative
[AH78, Arn78, HA78, FJ78, God74, War75a]. core [Cla74]. Cornell [Sal73].
Correction [ACM72]. correctness [Mau77, Yel78]. cost [Lem78a, UA76].
cost-effectiveness [Lem78a]. Council [GH79]. counterfeit [WW74].
countries [Chv78, Maz79, San78, SAK+78]. country [Lav78]. Course
[Hof74, Mat70a, Nar70, Aik70, Aik71a, Bai73, Bar75a, Bas77, Bau79, Bei73,
Bei79, BL76, Bow78, Cal78, Cav75, Cha75, Cha77, Cha78a, Cha78b, Che75,
Cla76, Con75, Coo76, Coo77b, Coo77a, Dal76, Der70, DRT75, Din74, Din75a,
Din77, Dow74, Dun74, EB79, ES78, FHSW78, FM78, FM79, Fre76b, FJ77,
Gib77, Gra78, Gri74, GG77, GG78, HM75, HSW78, Hon77, HGU79, Iye76,
Iye78, Jal78, JkW78, Ker78, Kha76, Kha77b, KH75, KW78, Kol79, Law74,
Lee72, Lev78, Lin76, Lov72, Lus77, Mac74, Mar76, MT73, MM73, Mat78,
McC74, MB79, Miz76b, Moo79, Nan76, New75, Noo79, Pag78, Par72, Phi76,
Poi76, Poi78, Pra76, PST78c, Pur75, Rad76, Ra71, Rip75, Rus77, Sam71,
Sam75, Sam74, Sch78a, Sch78b, SM76, Sha72, Sha73, Sni78, Sni76]. course
[SB74, SP70, Ste78, Sto74b, SW79, Tha79, Thu79, TM74, TS75, UA76,
Vic71b, Wak78, WW74, Wei73, Wil76a, Win78, Win77, Wol76b, Yel78, vdR79].
courses
[AH72, ASW78, AHP77, ACEH76, Bra70, CGS75, Coo78, Ell73, Gin75, God73,
Gri78, Han78, Hof78, JK77, Lov74, Men74, Mit79, Mou78, NR73, Rhe73,
Rog78, Ros76, Sol78, SSL79, Sto74a, TT78a, TT78b, Wil76b, vDM74].
courses [Abb75b]. creative [Kay74]. critical [Bra70]. critique [CAO+76].
Crosse [WP78b]. cryptosystem [SP79]. cryptosystems [BB79]. CS1
[Bow78]. culminated [Sch78b]. Culture [Sol76, Ros71]. CUPM [Rhe73].
currency [CH78]. Current [JRS78, Con75]. Curricula
[Fai78, Kea75, Rin78, DAC+78, JBF76, LHL79, Oli73, Pos78a, Rub76, Sap75,
Wal73, Wal74]. curriculum [CK79]. Curriculum
[ABB+77b, Eng71a, Eng74, Eng76, LSL+76, LAS+77, Lop78, SB74, SHLS79,
AH72, AIS72, AM79, Ash73, Bal78, Ban78, Bar75b, BG76, Cla74, CAO+76,
Cre78, Dal78a, DP79, Eng70a, EB72, EU73, Fai74b, Ham79, HAB+76,
HH78, HBJ76, HA71, HT73, Ho79, JTF78, KH74, Lam78, Lev79, Lin78,
LSA+76, MS77, Mat70b, MB76b, Mil75, MM78b, Miz76a, Mou76, Pag78,
Pec75, Rot72, Rot78, Sch71, SR76, Som77, SG78, SW74b, Tho74, Tho75,
Var79a, Wea78, Wor78, Bat74, CM75, Con73, DAB+79, DN76, EAD79,
GG73, LT74, LHL79, Lit74, LSA+76, Men74, WP78b].

D [Jor72, CC72, Mau71]. D.P. [Hug70]. Dame [Sch71]. dans [San78].
Dartmouth [GM79]. Data [Abb75a, Iye76, LHL79, Vic71a, AT77b, BP77,
Mou79, Mul76, Nie72, NT70, Noe73, Oli74, Pec77, PS78a, Poi76, Poi79, Pos79, PDS+79, Rob75, SI79, Shn71, SAK+78, TP72, Tho79, Var79a, Weg70, Weg71, Wei73, Wil76b, Zin70, deG72, MK74. Educational [BP77, BKH79, Cha78c, BJ76, Gla75, Jar77, Kay74, Kplt76, Lew76, LT78, Mic76, Mor77, Son78]. 

F [Jor72]. faced [Lav78]. facilitate [Hug77, Pal76]. Facilities [Ano76, Con75, MS77, Zin71]. facility [GS76, MHA78, Ran75]. facing [Rob75]. Factionalism [Lem78b]. faculty [BC79, Mor77, Rot75, Wai79]. Failing [Hug70]. features [FK79]. February [Dal79]. federal [Cur75, May75]. Federighi [Jor72]. field [OWE73]. fifth [Ing75, McF75]. File [Iye76, Ric75, MK73, Tha79]. files [Moo79]. Final [MK74]. First [FJ77, Ano77, FAT78, GG78, HM75, HGU79, Mat78, McC74, Moo79, PS78c, Ral71, SM76, Smo76b, SW79, Tho75, TM74]. first-year [Smo76b]. fixed [SP79]. FJCC [Hug70]. flow [KF76, OWE73, Smi76]. flowcharting [Bre77, Hos77]. flowcharts [HBJ76, JW73]. foreign [BP73, Cal71]. formal [Aik70, Har78]. formulation [MB77]. FORTRAN [Bez75, FK76, FK77, Wag75, Coo76, Emb78, Gum77, LT76, Maz78, MH75,

franca [KH74]. Francisco [Haa78]. Foundations [Wei77, Hon75]. four [HT73]. four- [HT73].


hacker [Har77]. hand [AP70]. hands [Aik78a, CL76, Lan75, WW74].

hands-on [CL76, Lan75, WW74]. Hardware [Cla74, Gla75, HFL+78, Fai74a, Hob78, PK74, Pos79, Sal77, WP78a].


immediate [TP72]. Immigration [Sha72, Sha73, Cha78b]. Impact [Bol73, CL76, RHE73]. Implementation [Ban78, CKP78, HP76, Lop78, Rus77, Sap75, Sto77, Whi77, WP78b].

Implementing [MM78b, SR73, DAC+78]. Implications [Ash73, FK79, FAT78]. improved [CL76, NE78]. In-service [Jac76a]. including [FAT78]. Increasing [Den79b]. independent [Be73, Wol76a].

index [Var78]. Indiana [Man74]. Individualized [Gra78, KS74]. individually [Pal76]. Inductive [Dey73]. Industrial [Sch78b, DKMS75, HWC75, Kor70, WZ73]. Industry [DG74, Bon74, CAO+76, Ega76, Ell73, God74, Kor70, Mil75, Web75].
Industry/University [Web75]. inexpensive [Dal78c]. informal [Abb75b].
Information [Kal74, Nei76, Ash73, BBS75, BS76, HT73, Map73, MK72, Mi78, SB74, SHLS79, Vaw76, Vic71b]. informatique [San78]. Initial [Eng74, Eng71b]. Innovative [Lew75, Sto75]. Input [Eng71a]. instant [Abb77a]. Institute [BP77, GG73]. institution [Ing75, Sto75]. institutions [Ano76, Cab73, Jon75a, MS76b, Sny70].
information [Kal74, Nei76, Ash73, BBS75, BS76, HT73, Map73, MK72, Mi78, SB74, SHLS79, Vaw76, Vic71b]. informatique [San78]. Initial [Eng74, Eng71b]. Innovative [Lew75, Sto75]. Input [Eng71a]. instant [Abb77a]. Institute [BP77, GG73]. institution [Ing75, Sto75]. institutions [Ano76, Cab73, Jon75a, MS76b, Sny70].
instruction [Bar78, Che76b, Con74, Eng71b, FHW73, Hed77, Jon75a, KRFS79, KS74, Lew74, Mar72, Pal76, SBS76, Sen74, SB76, Swi76, Wes72]. Instructional [KR76, Bau73, BB76a, DTW75, Eck78, FBB+76, FL76, JK77, Lam78, Lov75, Mil78, Pol78, Sal76, Sch73, WM74]. instructionally [UA76]. instructors [Shn77]. instructional [TMWD77]. Integrated [SW79, HT73, MHA78]. integration [F78, HGU79, Men74]. intelligence [Fin70]. Intelligent [FBB+76]. Interactive [DTW75, SW74a, Tha79, Cor78, FL76, Gil76, Maz78, MS76a, Sjo76].
interdisciplinary [Agr76, Aik78b, HH73, Kru78]. interest [Ing75]. interface [NW74, WA74]. intermediate [TT78b, Win78]. internal [Lev77]. internship [BS76, Pow78b, SCM78]. internships [God74]. interpreter [BB76a, Lev78]. Introducing [Cou75, Gol71, HSW78, Men74, dC70, BC70, Rag79]. Introduction [SS74, Col79, Eck76b, PB77, Wak78]. Introductory [AH72, Che76c, Con74, Ros76, Sal73, AHP77, Bau79, BL76, Bra70, CGS75, Cha77, Che75, Con77, Coo76, Coo77b, DN75, Der70, EB79, ES78, FHW73, FM78, FK79, FBB+76, Gri74, Hal78, Kha76, Kha77b, KH75, Kim78, Law74, MIZ76b, New75, NR73, OR77, Pow79, Rog78, Sam74, Sch78a, Seb76, Shn77, Sjo76, Smi78, Smi76, Sol78, SP70, SSL79, TT78b, TS75, UA76, Wak78, We73, Win77, vDSMM74]. involved [AH78]. IPI [SS74]. IPL [Sch77]. Island [CMT74]. Isolated [Shn79]. ISP [Cou75]. Israel [Sny70]. Iterations [Mil78].
Kansas [Nei71]. keep [Bre77, FAT78]. Kentucky [Hag76]. key [BB79]. keys [Ber09]. kit [Ran75]. KWILT [Eck78].
laboratories [Hob78, HFL+78]. Laboratory [Jor72, Dal78d, Eck72, FS79, GS76, GG77, Hun70, Irb77, Kru78, MS77, MHA78, RGH78, Sol79, Sta72, TMWD77]. Language [Gum77, Wel76, Aik70, AS78, Bas77, BT74, BP73, Bei73, Cal71, Cha74b, Dal78b, Dal78c, EBB79, Eck78, FHW73, FBB+78, FBB+76, IE72, Kha77b, Lec74, McC74, MH75, MK73, Oli74, Sen74, Sni76, Som77, TL79, WM74, vDDBN76, vDDBN76]. languages [De73, DFF+78, Din74, FBB+78, FK79, KR72, Law74, Lem79, Mav76, Pag78, Rei73, Sch73, SR76, Sol78]. large [Che76b, CR70, MM73, Vic71b, WW74]. large-scale [CR70, WW74]. Latin [Mij78]. latter [Lem78b]. law
[Kol79, Poi78]. Leading [Sol76, Har77]. Learning
[BG74, Pee76, Swi76, HHP77, Sny70, Vaw76]. lecture [PS78c]. lecture/
laboratory [PS78c]. lectures [DEN79a]. left [AP70]. left-hand [AP70].
less [Maz79]. lesson [AT76]. lessons [Cor78, SS79]. level
[Aik71a, Fri75, Iye76, Mou78, Nie70b, PB77, Vis77, Wei77, Wal76b].
Liberal [Kom70, ASW78, BNS78, Din75b, LR72, LR73, Mei79, Nan76, Rot72,
Sap75, Smi78, Smi79, Wor78, Zim71, dC70]. libraries [KW78]. Library
[Lov75]. limited [Var75b]. line [Che76b]. lingua [KH74]. LINUS [WM74].
list [KP76]. literacy [Aik78b, ACEH76, CS77, Luc76, Nei77, Wai79].
logical [Vis77]. long [Cla79]. long-term [Cla79]. look [Pol72, Pra76]. loops
[KPM74]. low [Nie70b]. LSI [Hob78].

M.S [AP71, Ber79, GB73, Hel73]. Machine
[Som77, Wei73, AS78, Bei73, Din74, MS76a, NW74, Smi76]. Machinery
[LAS77]. machines [RJB71, SP74]. Macrognosographics [Bre77].
macromodules [EW72]. maintenance [Bei79]. major [Sap75]. majors
[Co67b, Dav77, Gib77, Lov72, Oml78, Sam74]. make [Kug75]. Making
[Miz76a, HA78, Whi72]. man [NW74, Pow78b]. man-machine [NW74].
Management [Iye76, BCS79, Dal78a, GH78, Pur75, Var78, Var79a].
managers [Des72]. manipulation [Fin70]. manpower
[Air76, Ham75b, Ham77]. maps [Var79b]. mass [Bar76, Wei73]. Master
[MK74, GM79, Huf79, KK78, MM78a, Nei76, Web75]. Masters [Ham79].
materials [Sha73]. mathematical [CC72, Dav77, Lov74, RJB71].
mathematics [Arc75, FGH70, Gin75, NT70, Pee76, Rhei73, SB76].
Maximal [TL79]. measurement [Cla76, Noe73]. Meditations [Smo76a].
medium [Kay74]. members [Mor77]. merging [MM78b]. messages
[BB79, SP79]. metaphors [Mon77]. method [Mil78, Wu74]. Methodology
[OR77]. Methods [Ger75, Dey73, Fle74, Wil76a]. Mexico [Gon78].
Microcomputer [Coo78, Lev79, Huf77, Sol79]. Microcomputers
[Wei78, Bow78, Wea79]. microfiche [Bei74]. microprocessor [Ir77].
Microprocessors [Lin78]. microprogrammed [Vis78]. mini [MH75, Sto78].
mini-language [MH75]. Minicomputer
[Lew74, Sto77, MT73, TL79, WP77]. minimal [TL79]. minor [Lin79, Son75].
minority [Apo76, Ing75, Jon75a, Lew75, Lew76]. mirror [GG73]. MISS
[SB76]. mode [WA74]. Model [Fai78, Hed72, Mus76, Pow78a, Sal76].
Modeling [LK76]. Modelling [Pos79, BB76]. models
[KS76, MM78b, Sch73]. modified [PW75a]. modular [Ros76]. module
[Swi76]. monitor [IN76]. monitors [Boy76]. Motivating [DS75].
motivational [Beu75]. motor [KPM74]. moves [Mou74]. MST [MB76a].
much [DP79, Sob76]. Multi [Rag76]. Multi-disciplinary [Rag76].
multifacetted [MK72]. multimedia [Han78]. multiprogramming
[Bau76, WP77]. MUSIC [CJPT77]. my [Ham75c].
N [Jor72, Tho79]. nation [Any78]. National [BMOW76, Bat73, BKDH79]. nations [Rob75]. Native [Rot78]. natural [Cab73, Fre76a]. Naval [Wu74]. near [Har77]. Nebraska [NW78]. Need [Jon75a, CM75, Mou79, Oli73]. Needs [Fre76c, CAO+76, God74, Rin78, Sch78b, Sta72, Wai79]. Network [Nie70a, BJ76, Hon73, Lew76]. Newtruck [Cla79]. Nirvana [Cur75]. non [Coo77b, Eck76b]. non-majors [Coo77b]. non-programming [Eck76b]. notations [Cou75]. note [Jai78, RD77]. Notes [Jar77, McF75, BD74a, BD74b, Bon75]. Notre [Sch71]. NSF [Lew76]. Numerical [Ort74, Cor78, Gin75].

O [Bai72]. objectives [Fre76c, Kei76, Bal78]. observations [Aik72, Tra76]. obtain [HFL+78]. offering [Ell73]. offerings [Con75]. Ohio [Dal79]. Oklahoma [Hed77]. OLGA [TL79]. olin [KR76]. Olympia [Aik78b]. On-line [Che76b]. One [Har77, Bar75a, SW74b]. one-quarter [Bar75a]. Only [PS78b]. open [CMT74]. Operating [Cou77, Bau75, CKP78, CD79, Dal78c, Dun74, GG77, Gyl78, HP76, JK77, Lam76, Mac74, PW75a, RD77, Rus77, Tra74, WH73, WP77]. operational [Cab73]. operations [MPS78]. Opinions [Mou78]. opportunities [BP77]. option [WZ73]. ORACLE [HHP77]. oral [Cal71]. Oregon [Mou74]. organization [Bei73, Den70, Din74, MM73, PK74, Tha79]. organizations [Sch73]. oriented [BCS79, Che76c, Col79, Con77, DFF+78, Gla75, Hon75, Jon75b, Mas73, Mic76, Mil75, PB74, Pow79, Sal77, Sen74, SI79, Tha79, Fal74b]. other [God73]. Ouchless [Bai72]. outline [Hof74]. outlines [Cav75]. overlooked [FK73]. overview [ES78, Mor76].

sabbaticals [Kor70]. SAM [Cav75]. SAMOS [GS75]. Sample [Mac79].
San [Haa78, Nei76]. Saudi [Air76]. scale [CR70, WW74]. schedule [Sha73].
Schenectady [Jor72]. school [Aik72, Atc73, BM75, BFC79, CS77, FK73, 
God75, KH75, MN76, Mus76, NT70, NFJ +78, Poi79, Tho75, Wol76b].
schools [Cha74a, Mou77, Shu79, KRFS79]. Science [Abb75a, BMOW76, 
CM75, CMT74, Dal79, God74, HAA78, HBJ76, Jor72, Kal74, LT75, 
MK74, Nei76, PB74, San75, ACM72, War75b, Abb75b, Abs78, AH72, AIS72, 
Agr76, Aik71b, AC72, Ano76, Any78, Arc75, AP70, Ash73, Atc73, AE72, 
Aus74, ABB +77b, BC79, Bar75b, BP73, Bat73, BM75, BG76, Ber79, Ben75, 
Bon74, BN78, BC70, BS76, BFC79, CK79, Car78, CC72, Cha74a, Cha77, 
Cha78b, Che76a, ChV78, Cla79, Cla74, Con77, CAO +76, Coo77b, CR70, 
Cur75, Dal77, Dav77, DP79, Dep73, Der78, Des72, Din75b, DG74, EG76, 
Eck72, Eg76, EDL70, Eng70b, Eng70a, Eng71b, EB72, EJ73, Fai74a, FAT78, 
Fle74, FHSW78, FGH +70, For70a, FJ78, FK73, FJ77, Gib77, GLO74, God73, 
Goll71, GS76, GG73, Gr78, Gro75, Ham75a, Ham79, HLEA79].
science [Ham70, HAB +76, Ham75c, Han78, HM75, Har74, Hay74, HA71, 
Hel73, Hob78, Hom78, Hon75, Hor73, Hun70, Iye76, Iye78, Jac76a, Jeth74, 
JBF76, JRS78, Jon75b, KK78, Ker78, KL78, Kim78, KH74, KS74, LR72, 
LR73, Lav78, Lev79, Lev76, Li76, Lin78, Lin79, Lov74, Lov72, Lus77, 
MF79, MM78a, MS77, Mal72, MK72, Mat78, Mat70b, Maz79, Me79, MB76a, 
MB79, MM78b, Moc78, Mod73, Mod74, Moo70, Mou76, MN76, Moodle, 
Nah79, Nan76, New73, Nie70a, Nie70b, NR73, OR77, Oli73, Oml78, Pag78, 
PS78a, PET73, PB73, PB77, Poi76, Pol78, Pos79, Pow79, RH73, Ra71, Rin78, 
RG78, Rob75, Ros76, Rot72, Rub76, Sal77, Sam74, San78, Sch78a, Sch79, 
Sch77, Sch71, Sem73, Sha72, Sha73, Sna71, Sjo76, Sm78, SR76, Sm79].
science [Sno76b, Sny70, Sol79, Som77, Son75, Son78, SG78, Sta72, SP70, 
SAK +78, SW74b, St73, St74a, SW71, SW79, TP72, Tch75, TTT78b, Tho74, 
Tho75, Tra76, TM74, Vic71a, Wal73, Wal74, War75a, Wea78, Wea79, WZ73, 
Weg70, Weg71, Wei77, Wil76b, WP78a, Win77, Wor78, YGM73, Yel78, 
Eng71a, Nei76, Pec75]. science/systems [MF79]. sciences 
[ABB +77b, BL76, GS76, Lak76, Lei72, LAS +77, Oli74]. scientist [Kay74].
scientists [Car78, Ham74, SI79]. scored [Boy76]. screen [Che76b]. search 
[Cor78]. second [HSW78, Ker78, MB79, Nno79, Pol72, Yel78]. Secondary 
[Mus76, Atc73, BFC79, NT70, PC76, Pol79, Wol76b]. security [Hof74].
Selecting [SR76]. selection [Sto77]. Self [Fre76a, Coo76, Lin76, NFJ +78].
Self-assessment [Fre76a]. self-explanatory [NFJ +78]. self-paced 
[Coo76, Lin76]. semester [ES78, Tho75]. seminar [AC72, Ell75, Nei71]. 
seminars [Fle74]. senior [Aik71a]. separate [EB79, GS76]. Separation 
[FHW73]. sequence [ASW78, ES78, HW74, Pow79]. Service 
[Sto74b, AH72, Bra70, God73, Jac76a, MM73, Mit79, Pol78, Rad76, Sto74a]. 
services [Lew75, Sto75]. session [ACEH76, Chu75, Ing75, Jche74, Zin70]. 
Setting [Hon75, TB77]. sexual [Maz76]. Shamir [BB79, SP79]. shear
short [Ell73], should [Gri74, HM75, HFL+78]. show [Har78].
side [AP70]. SIGCSE
[Dal79, Bon74, Hug70, Ing75, Lit77, McF75, Pol72, Wil78]. SIGCSE/CSA
[Wil78]. Simon [SW74b]. simple [Bar78, BT74, Lev77, Pum75]. simulated
[CJPT77]. Simulation [PL78, Aik72, JK77, KPM74]. Simulator
[Gla75, AS78, Bei72, Lei77, MS76a, PK74, WH73]. simulators
[SW74a, SP74]. single [Lev79]. Sister [Aik78a]. six [MS76b]. SJCC [Zin70].
slides [MP78]. Small [Gri78, AE72, CK79, Cha78a, DRT75, Din75a, Eng70b, Eng71b, FJ77, MHA78, Smi79, Weg71, Zim71, dC70]. Social
[Nie72, Sam75, Shn71]. socialization [Swi76]. societies [Aus74]. society
[ACEH76, Bat73, Dal76, HH73, Lee72]. Software [Bar75b, Bat74, Fai78, Fre76c, KR79, PB74, AHP77, BM78, Din77, Gra70, Hof78, Hof79, Irb77, JTF78, MB79, Par72, Sal77, Sob76, Son78, TB77, TMWD77]. solution
[Har77]. solutions [Gra70, Poi79]. solve [Pec77]. Solving
[HGU79, CM75, FK77, PB77]. Some [Eck76a, Fai74a, FK76, Hos73, Nei77, Noo79, Tra76, Web73, Weg70, Aik71a, Bra70, Cha75, TP72]. something
[Har78]. sorting [MB76b]. soup [Mod74]. Space [Zel72]. special
[Eck78, Ing75]. specialization [AP71]. specification [Bal78, Mei77].
Speech [SBS76]. speed [KPM74]. spread [Wes72]. Squanderland [Car78].
squares [Nor74]. staffing [DKMS75, HWC75]. stand [Bow78]. stand-alone
[Bow78]. Standards [GCS77, Bre76]. Stanford [For70a]. Starter [Ran75].
State
[Aik78b, GG73, Hed77, Lew76, LI76, Nei76, Nel71, HT73, Man74, Pec77, Fin70].
statement [Lov74]. Staten [CMT74]. States [Ham75b, Ham77]. Statistical
[OWE73]. Statistics [Ham74, Wol76b]. Status [HLEA79]. stepwise
[Seb76]. storage [AT77a, MHA78]. strategy [Kha77b]. Structure
[God73, MII73, Pal76, Pos79, Thu79, Var79b, Web73, Yel78]. Structured
[Kon75, Lec74, Lev78, Mizz6b, Oml78, Wag75, vDDD76, AT76, Bar75a, BT74, Be77, Bez75, Cha74b, CL76, ELL75, FK76, FK77, GKC+74, HBJ76, HW74, Hug77, JAL78, KEL76, KHA76, KHA77a, Lev77, MH75, PB77, PW74, TB77, Wei78, Win77, WM74]. Structures
[Iye76, AT77b, Ber76, DRT75, Din74, EJ73, Eps75, MF79, Pra76, Ric75, SB74, TM74, TS75, Wax75, YGM73, BM78]. Student
[Bai73, MM73, Wil73, Arn78, Bau70, Boy76, BB76b, CKP78, DAB+79, DP79, GH78, Har77, Hon73, Lin76, LK76, Mas73, MII75, RD77, SCM78, Sch77, Smo76b, Ste72].
student-computer
[Hon73]. student-designed [Bau70].
student-operating [RD77]. student-oriented [Mas73]. student-use
[GH78]. Students
[Rot75, Aik72, Bre76, CGS75, Dal77, DEN79a, DN75, DS75, Gd71, Mat78, NW78, PC76, Rot78, SW74a, Shn77, Smi78, Son75, Ste78, Wei77, Wes72].
studies [DAC+78, Lei72]. studies-implementing [DAC+78]. study
[Agr76, Aik71b, GG78, KR72, Mor72, RD77, WO76a]. studying [HP76].
Style [KJPT74, Fre76b, Smo76a]. Sub [LSA+76, LAS+77]. Sub-Committee
[LSA+76]. Subcommittee [LHL79]. subjectively [Nah79]. subsets [HW74].
substitute [BP73]. subsystems [Thu79]. successful [SCM78]. suggested [Sap75]. suggestion [Sch77]. supply [Cab73, Ham75b, Ham77]. support [Ano76]. supported [Jon75a, Mor72]. survey [Abb75b, Che75, FAT78, FJ77, Hof78, Hom73, Lem79, Rei73, Rub76, Sch79, Wai79, Wal73, vDSMM74]. Syllabi [For70a]. Syllabus [Nie70b, Cor70]. symbol [Fin70]. Symbolic [CC72]. Symposium [Dal79, Ing75, McF75, Pol72, Wil78]. syndrome [Har77]. syntax [BG74, Hed72]. synthesis [SBS76]. system [Bau75, Bau76, Che76b, Chu75, CKP78, Dal78c, DTW75, Den70, DFF78, FL76, Fre76a, GH78, Gil76, Gri78, GG77, Hon73, KP76, KF76, Lam78, LT74, LT78, Mar72, Mic76, Pal76, RD77, SBS76, SB76, Tra74, Vic71b, Vis78, Wak78, WH73, WW74, WA74, WP77]. Systematic [Bar78]. Systems [Bae75, EDL70, SG78, Ash73, BCS79, BS76, Cai75, Cha78a, Cla74, Cla76, CD79, CL76, Cou77, Dun74, FBB7, Gra70, Gyl78, HP76, Jarr77, JK77, Lam76, Lan75, Mac74, Map73, MT73, Mau71, Mij78, Mor76, Pec77, PW75a, Roo72, Rot75, Rus77, Sam74, SHLS79, TMWD77, Vis77, WW74, Win78].

Számok [Bar76].

Tab [Wel76]. tables [JW73]. tailored [Whi77]. tasks [Nei77]. teach [Bei74, Gri74, Lam76, MP78, Vis77, Vis78, Wei79]. Teacher [HJ73, Moc78, BM75, Pol76]. Teacher-training [Moc78]. teachers [Abs78, Atd73, BFC79, FK73, Jac76a, Mail72, Mar76, McG73, MN76, Mou78, Mou79, NT70, Shu79]. Teaching [Ada75, App79, Bez75, CMT74, EW72, Emb78, FK77, Gra70, Gyl78, Irb77, Jon79, Lem79, LT78, Lov79, LM76, Mar76, Mat74, McC78, NS76, PW74, PK74, Sal77, SF74, Tay77, Var79b, Wol76b, Aik72, BM78, BC77, CJPT77, Car78, CN76, CM75, Cha74b, CL76, Dal78d, DENT9a, Dey73, Eps75, Fri75, FK76, Ger75, GS76, Hon73, Hun70, IE72, Jal78, Kha77b, KF76, Lan75, Lec74, Lem78a, Lev77, Luc76, MF79, Mau77, Mav76, MD76, MH75, MK73, New73, NW74, OR77, Rad76, Rog78, RJB71, San78, SM76, SHA77, TT78b, Wu74, YGM73]. teaching-machine [NW74]. Team [Cre78, HHD78, PW75a, KR79, KS78, Lem78a]. Technical [Dal79, HT73, McF75, Pol72, Wil78]. technique [Jac76b]. Techniques [Abs78, TT78a, Bei72, Cla76, Fie74, LM76, New73, Par72]. Technological [Whi72, Sam71]. technology [Aik78a, BL76, Maz79, BP77, MK74].

television [Bai73, Dal76]. ten [Sch78a]. tenth [Dal79]. term [Cla79].

terminal [Gla75, PW75b]. test [Boy76, Mus76, Pal76]. testing [Tr079]. text [Wol76a]. textbook [Nei78]. textbooks [Shn77]. their [FAT78]. them [Shu79]. theoretical [Gra78]. theory [Aik70, FHU78, Har78, HSW78, Hon73, Swi76, SW79, Vaw76].

[MB76b]. Toronto [Cor70]. Trace [BBS75]. track [SW74b]. traditional [FJ78]. Training
[Mor77, Dal77, HJ73, Lak76, McG73, Moc78, Pec77, Rot75, Tay79, Wil76b]. transfer [Aik78a, Maz79, Mil75]. transformations [MD76]. translator
Turning [Sch77, MS76a]. turning/post/mixed [MS76a]. tutor
[DN75, NW74, Lin76]. tutorial [SS79, Wu74]. tutorials [Lit77]. tutoring
[BB76b]. TV [EG76]. Two [Bae75, DAC78, AM79, BG76, Cab73, Con75, ES78, HT73, Kea75, MM78b, Pec75, PB73, Sti73]. two-
[HT73]. two-semester [ES78]. two-year [Cab73, Con75, Kea75, Pec75]. types
[Gum77].

U.S. [Slo74, Wu74]. U302 [Roo72]. Undergraduate
[Ham70, Hay74, TP72, ABB77b, Bau70, Cha75, Che76a, Cla76, CR70, Cre78, Dal78a, DP79, Der78, Dow74, Eng70a, EJ73, FS79, Gin75, Gri78, HAB76, HHD78, HB776, Hom78, Lam78, Lov72, Lus77, Man74, MK72, PS78a, Rhe73, Rus77, Sam74, Sap75, Sch77, Som77, SB74]. undevelopment
[Tch75]. unfort [Emb78]. unifies [FHSW78]. unique [LI76]. United
[Ham75b, Ham77]. Universal [SP79, SP70, SW74b]. Universities
[Hug70, Chv78, JBF76, Lew76, Man74]. University
[AM79, Eck76a, Fin70, Hay74, Lew76, Li76, MS76b, Noe73, AP70, BG76, CGS75, Ega76, Mod73, Pec77, SB76, Var78, Cor70, For70a, GG73, Haa78, Hag76, Hed77, Hun70, NW78, Nei76, Nel71, Var79a, WP78b]. up-to-date
[FAT78]. update [CAO76, Ham77]. updating [Sam71]. upgrade [Oli73].
upper [BG76]. upside [Wil72]. Upsilon [Bat73]. usage
[Oli74, PC76, Wai79]. Use [For73, HBJ76, Pow78a, Bau75, Bau76, Bei74, CN76, GH78, Gla75, Han78, Kra72, Maz78, McG73, Pal76, Pol78, Sni76, TT77b, Tra74, Var78, Vaw76, WM74]. user [BJ76, Che76c]. user-oriented
[Che76c]. uses [KS76, KR76, Mor77]. Using
[Lam76, Lam78, Lev79, MPS78, Waa79, Wor78, Bau75a, Coo77a, EW72, ES78, FK76, Irb77, Kei76, LT78, Lov79, MHA78, RD77, WW74]. utility
[JK77]. utilization [Coo78, DKMS75, HWC75]. utilize [Shu79]. utilizing
[Mil78]. UW [GS76].

V [HP76]. VACS [Gro75]. valuable [Mod74]. variables [Gum77]. variety
[Mor76]. vehicle [PL78]. verification [Ger75, JW78]. versus [Lem78b]. via
[Emb78]. Video [Gro75, Mic76]. view [Con73, Mar75]. Virginia [GG73].
Visiting [Kor70]. Visual [KHKD78, SW74a]. voie [San78]. vs
[Cal78, Pec77].

want [Mou79]. Washington [Aik78b, Hun70]. Waxman [Kor75]. way
[DMH77]. Wegner [DS72]. Western [Moc78]. Wheaton [LR73, LR73].
which [Bae75, Bei72]. while [Luc76]. Whither [Hos77]. who [Shu79]. wide
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